BIONIC AIR PLASMA MEDICAL DEVICE IS AUSTRALIA’S SECRET
HEALTH WEAPON
ASSISTS IN RECOVERY FROM ILLNESS, USED BY OVER 1M AUSTRALIANS &amp; TGA (169886 &amp; 169887) registered

AUSTRALIA’S SECRET HEALTH WEAPON

#ASSISTS IN RECOVERY FROM ILLNESS

#USED BY OVER 1M AUSTRALIANS

#TGA REGISTERED

Australia’s secret weapon for better health is the TGA (169886 & 169887) registered Bionic Air Plasma Medical Devices. They are registered
to assist in recovery from illness, assist breathing, reduce the severity and frequency of colds and flu, support and assist immune system recovery,
enhance the body’s absorption of oxygen and more.

The medical device sits on the bedside table of the user within 1-2 metres of their breathing, restoring the body and blood as one sleeps, whilst it
targets the systems of the body. An independent study in 2009 on 973 long term users, reported 95% of users experience less colds and flu. A similar
study in 2020 is underway, 97% of users report the same. “We just don’t get colds and flu anymore” is the most repeated user comment over the
years. This device works for all ages and in our experience, the more illnesses one has, the better the results will become.

Debbie Black Chairman of Bionic Air says, “These Australian Made Cold Air Plasma Medical Devices use Quantum Physics to produce very small
Therapeutic Air Ions and other unique air species through the respiratory system and skin, for access into the lungs, bloodstream and systems of the
body. This unique combination produces positive therapeutic and biological effects for users. They have been registered with the Health Department
(later the TGA) since the 1970’s. Organically, over 1,000,000 (one million) Australians’ have experienced this advanced science and technology over
the past 53 years. There have been No recalls and No adverse health events. Its trusted efficacy is beyond reproach. It’s a genuine advanced medical
device benefiting public health across all ages and comorbidities. The savings for Government health departments and insurers is too large to
quantify.”

“At a time when pathogen infections are increasing and virus mutations are on the rise, waiting for recalibrated vaccines may not be possible to avoid
substantial impacts to our country in human life and financial costs. These medical devices are a physics solution, not a chemistry solution; so it has
not interfered with medicines or vaccines. In our many years of experience with colds, flu and other pathogens in the body and blood, it appears that it
does not matter what mutation the pathogen is, this technology still works.” says Black.

To purchase the Bionic Air Plasma Medical Device visit www.bionicair.com.au

TO INTERVIEW CHAIRMAN DEBBIE BLACK please email max@marksonsparks.com or call Max Markson 0412501601.
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